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The meeting was scheduled on 23/07/2022 at 10:30 AM in CSE Seminar Hall, 4th Floor, 

BSN Block. Around 20 parents were present for the meeting along with the teachers. 

 

  
  

  
  

  
 
 



  
  

  
  

 

Points Discussed: 

 

1. Dr. Thippeswamy G, Professor and HOD, welcomed all the parents to the meeting and 

presented the following to the parents, 

✓ Institution and Department – Vision and Mission 

✓ Information about the department including faculty details, student details and 

department accomplishments like NBA, NAAC, NIRF Ranking and Autonomous 

Status 

✓ Faculty Achievements/Awards/Recognitions 

✓ Best Practices in the department including PBL, Proctor System, Open day, Tech 

Transform, Open courses and MOOCs. 

✓ Placements and Internship 

 

2. Dr. Anil G N, Professor and Dean-Academics informed the parents about AEC courses, 

open courses, minor degree and higher education council facility. 

 

3. Feedback was collected from parents by means of a hardcopy feedback form. 

 

4. The following were the views / suggestions / feedback put forth by parents. 



✓ Parents requested for extra support classes for their wards as they had missed few 

classes because of NCC camp. HOD assured that incase of any extra help required in 

any of the subjects, a request may be submitted by the student, and tutorial / remedial 

classes for the same will be conducted. 

✓ Parents suggested that more of practical and hands-on session be included in the 

curriculum. HOD informed about the TLP followed in C programming integrated 

course and few other subject laboratories in first year. 

✓ Parents wanted to know about how students will be exposed to various domains 

during the 4 years program. HOD informed parents about NEP recommendations and 

details about visit to GKVK campus to know more about agriculture sector. HOD 

also informed that apart from these kinds of visits, domain knowledge will be gained 

through internships, projects and PBL  

✓ Parents wanted to know about SGPA and CGPA calculation. Details of the same was 

shared with parents. 

✓ Parents wanted to know about placement and internship opportunities. Prof. Rajesh 

gave the placement statistics of the department. The lowest, average, and highest 

package details were shared along with the list of companies which visited during the 

last academic year. HOD informed the support of placement and training department 

in getting internships. He further emphasized the importance of MOOCS for doing 

internships.  

✓ Parents wanted to know whether any of the foreign languages or certification courses 

are included in the curriculum. HOD informed that foreign languages would be need 

based and will in included as apart of open course if necessary. Also, certification 

courses based on the needs of industry are being designed at the institute level.  

✓  Parents wanted to know about industry institute interaction. HOD gave the details of 

industry experts involvement in framing the syllabus and further ratification in BOS 

and AC. He also mentioned about involvement of industry personnel in delivering 

expert talks, alumni talk, project-based learning, internships, MOU with companies 

and industry supported labs in the department. Dr. Sunanda dixit gave details about 

IEEE society programs and expert talks conducted under IEEE student chapter. 

Details related to girls’ geeks program including expert talks on cloud computing, 

neural networks and deep learning was shared. Prof. Vishakha Yadav explained the 

importance of project-based learning and gave the details of project-based learning. 

✓ Parents wanted to know about how public speaking is taken care of. HOD informed 

about seminars, PBL presentations and open day conducted in the department.  



✓ Parents wanted to know about how the curriculum for mathematics is designed for 

CSE students. HOD informed that the syllabus for mathematics is done by 

mathematics professor in consultation with CSE professors.  

✓ Parents wanted to know if any medical science subjects are included in the 

curriculum. HOD informed that computational biology / biology for engineers 

subject is introduced in the curriculum to understand the problems of health sector. 

Also, Dr. Sunandadixit informed that subjects like bio-informatics are included as 

electives. 

✓ Parents requested for separate logins for GNUMS ERP. Parents complained that they 

did not receive SMS of attendance / marks after first internal test. 

✓  Parents requested for change in message format of attendance status sent to them. 

Instead of attendance percentage, they requested for “Number of classes attended / 

total number of classes conducted”. Further they requested for these details to be sent 

daily or atleast once in a week. Along with SMS they requested the details to be sent 

through email. 

✓ Parents requested for smart transport system with a WhatsApp group and use of 

latest technology to locate college bus. 

✓ Parents are happy with the classes and appreciated the efforts put forth by faculty. 

Parents are also happy with the proctorial system of monitoring and supervising the 

students’ progress 

✓ Parents are happy with the support functions like transport, canteen, hostel, library, 

internet, and sports. Parents are happy with the campus placement service provide in 

the college. 

✓ Parents opined that HOD and Faculty patiently listened to the view / opinions / 

problems and replied with satisfactory solutions.  

 

5. The meeting concluded with a thanking note to all the parents and staff for their valuable 

feedback and suggestions along with a high tea. 

 

 


